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Summary 

The effects of a wiggler on the beam parameters 
depend on several integrals involving the machine 
functions and the field distribution in the wiggler. It 
is shown that these integrals are separable into sums 
of products of terms containing only the initial values 
of the machine functions, and terms containing integraLs 
over the wigglt?r fields. The field-dependent integrals 
may 1)~ dctc~rmined by numerical integrations based on 
measured f icl d distribution. In typical wiggler designs, 
the energy and excitation dependencies of the integrals 
may be modeled mathematically by simple power series. 

Introduction 

A wiggler is a system of bending magnets of alter- 
nating sign, placed in a storage ring to produce one or 
more-’ of the following effects: 

(1) to modify the damlling rates; 
(2) to modify the emittance of the beam; 
(3) to decrease the polarization time; or 
(4) to enhance the synchrotron radiation spectrum. 
Tn flat wigglers, 1 ‘2 which are considered here, 

the bends are <all in the same plane. Helical wigglers3 ‘4 
have been proposed and extensively studied in the liter- 
aturc, but will not be discussed in the present note. 

For the purpose of establishing preliminary design 
criteria, a flat wiggler usually is treated as a number 
of “squarc>d-of f” or “hard-edge” magnets. However, in 
actual wigglers, much of the bending takes place in the 
r>nd fields and therefore the, beam effects, which dppcnd 
on integrals of various powers of the local field, can 
not be expressed accurately by hard-e&r> models. 

The purPo;e of the present note is to show how the 
various effect; of the wiggler may be modeled in a sim- 

ple way suitable for use in machine control. It will be 
SCWI that in general a total of about 17 functions are 
involved. However, in typical designs many of these func- 
t ions vnnis!: identically because of symmetries, and oth- 
crs are ncgligihly small, Furthermore, each of the func- 
tions ma!’ br modclt>d quite nrcurately by 3 simple power 
law in (HO/E)” where Rois a meas\lre of the field exci- 
tation, E is the beam energy, and n is an integer which 
takes cm values of either 0, 2, 3, 4 or 5 for the differ- 
ent functions. Magnet saturation may cause the field 
distribution tl3 vary with excitation so that the series 
coefficients would vary sLowly with Bg. 

A computcbr program has been used to obtain numeri- 
cal results for typical wiggler designs. In practice the 
required functions could be determined either by compilt- 
er analysis of the measured field data, or by experimen- 
tal calibration using the stored beam in the ring. 

Beam Optics 

It will be assumed that the wiggler is to be in- 
serted in a straight section. Two constraints then are 
imposed: (1) no net deflection of the beam; and (2) no 
net offset of the beam. These criteria are satisfied if 
the net field integral vanishes: 

,/Bds = 0 (1) 
and if the bending field is symmetric about the midpoint 
Fig, 1 illustrates coordinate nomenclature. Here X,Z 
are rectangular coordinates in the midplane, s is the 
distance along the design orbit, x is the horizontal 
coordinate normal to s, and Y(Z) = y(s) is the vertical 
coordinate. The fields are assumed to have midplane 
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Figure 1. Wiggler Coordinate System 

symmetry: 
By(Y) = By (-Y) 

and to be uniform in the X direction over the useful 
beam region: aB 

Y -=(-J 
3X 

The design orbit may be found 
gration of the equations of motion 
(radiation reaction is neglected) : 

x’(z) = PXIP, 

cp;(z) = -eB 

(3) 

by numerical inte- 
in the midplane 

(4) 

(5) 

s’(Z) = JlT (6) 
E’(Z) = 0 (7) 

where 
CPZ = ~~~c~-----?-7- - c PX 

B = By+ :,, Z) (the niidplnne fiflcl) 
and 

x(0) = x’(0) =o 

The circumference of the ring is pcrtllrhc,d by dn ,irnount 

AL = R - R. = / s ’ d Z - 10 (8) 

where F,o is the length along the Z axis and i is the 
length along the design orbit. 

The transport matrix for linearized mcition 
relative to the design orbit is defined by 

x(s) = T(s) x (0) (9) 

where the components of x(s) zre TX, x’, y, y’, cAt, DE/El, 
(In the relativistic limit cAt= As= the path-length dif- 
erence dnd AE/E = Ap/l) = the relative momentum deviation). 
Because of the assumptions of midplane symmetry and con- 
stant energy, the x,y and y,E coupling terms all vanish. 
The non-trivial elements tij(S) of the matrix T(s) are 

found by integration of the linearized equations of 
motion: 

t!. = 
-J t2j 

I 

(10) 

“ij = 
j = 1,2 

-(K+h’)t,j (11) 

46 = t26 (12) 

& = -(Kt h2)t16th (13) 

t;j = t4j j = 3,4 
(14) 

t;j = Kt3j t (15) 

where 
t!ij = htlj 

h = l/p = B/$p) 

Ii: = l/(Bp)aB/ax 

tij !O) = "ij 

j = 1,2,6 (16) 
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As an alternative t n integration of Eq. (16)) 
t51 and t51 may be found from 

t51 = tllt26 - t21 t16 (17) 

t52 = t12 t2G - t22 tlG 

which result from the symplectic property or may be 
shown directly from the equations of motion. 

Let the matrix for the transformation all the way 
through the wiggler be defined by 

i?l = (mij) = T(Q) (19) 

Because of the constraints of zero deflection and zero 
offset, and the syrnplectic property, it follows that 

0’1 6 = “‘2 6 = “51 = m52 = 0 (20) 
Also, from the assumption that the fields are uniform 
in the X direction, it follows that 

In21 = 0 (21) 
Thus the (3 x 3) horizontal matrix may be written 

FIX= :j: %:I “f; j (22) 

where 
2, = “12 (27) 

In the vertical, n,3,,= m,+I+ by symmetry, and we 
may write 

My = 
where 

m33 m31Lj = 11 Q.gl 11 01 11 lQy\ (24) 

1 1 m43 m44j 10 1 1 bky 1 j 1 

k = -m,,? 
Y 

Qv = $-(1 -mj3) 

Y 

1 
(25) 

(26) 

Thus the optics art3 tivscribed by the four fu?Ctitli’c 

f, 9.,, Q, and ky given by the equations (7)) (23)) (25), 
and (26 (I 4, biodeling of thestx functions for use in ma- 
chine control will be discussed in a later section. 

Synchrotron Radiation --- Integrals __~_~ 

In order to describe the synchrotron motion, cner- 
ittance, WC gy loss, damping, energy spread and Iwarn em 

need the following five integrnls:5’E 

I 1 = $hr,ds 

1.2 = fh2ds 

13 = flh31ds 

(27) 

(28) 
(29) 
(30) 

(3 

I4 = f(h3+ 2hK)nds 

I5 = $1h3)Hds 
with 

H = yn2 t 2aqn’ + Bqt2 (32) 
where y, CL, E,ri and r?’ are the Courant and Snyder ma- 
chine functions7 in the horizontal plane (the subscript 
x is omitted for the sake of brevity). The relationship 
of these integrals to the machine parameters is given 
in Appendix A. 

The contributions of the wiggler to the above in- 
tegrals may be expressed in terms of the initial values 
of the Courant-Snyder functions, and integrals involv- 
ing only the properties of the wiggler itself. As will 
be shown in Appendix B, 

A11 = q,~AIll f $A112 i- 0116 (33) 

A12 = ,h2ds (34) 

AI3 = ,/lh3)ds (35) 

AI4 = ogA141 + $AII+~ + h11,(, (36) 
015 - HoA f (aono+ B&PI,1 + (yono t <uon;>AI52 

+~o~~511+~0A~512 +YOA1522 (37) 

where 

H, = Ypl’o + 2ql’loTl;i + Bo$ 08) 

*Ilj = /htlj ds = msj, j = 1,2,6 (39) 

*l4j = /(h3t.2hK)tij ds, j = 1,2,6 (40) 

AI5] = 2$~3) t.51 ds (41) 

AIS? = -2//t~‘/t52ds (42) 

AI511 = /b3 it:1 ds (43) 

ATs12 = -2j(t~31t51tF,2ds (44) 

A1522 = /1h3(t$s (45) 

Modeling theagler -.. 

Obviously a machine control program is not going 
to evaluate on-line all the numerical integrals outlid 
above. What is needed is a simple mathematical model of 
each function, such as power series in hg=eBo/E (where 
B0 is the wiggler field, say at the symmetry point). The 
coefficients of the power series could be precalculated 
from magnetic measurement data or found by experiments 
with stored beams. 

Fortunately several of the functions defined above 
vanish identically because of symmetries and other prop- 
erties of the wiggler. The functions which vanish arc: 

m21, ml6 and m26 (horizontal focusing anddispersion); 

AI I1 = m51 and AI12 = rn52 (path length terms); 

~141 and AI42 (damping terms); 

AIs1 and AIg12 (quantum excitation terms). 

The remaining functions for a given wiggler field distri- 
bution may be represented by power series of the form 

f = h;(F0+F&,+F2h;+... 1 (49) 

Table I, below, gives the functional dependence of the 
leading terms on h as well as on the wiggle period I$: 

Integral 

) AO 
X’ 

AQb, QE 

k 
Y 

aI2 

AI3 

6146, *I52 

AI51 1 

AI522 

11; i 

hi A 

I@ 

h4h3 0 

ltl;[x3 

Jh5j x5 
0 

TABLE I ~- 

Func tionnl lkpnd- 
ence of Leading 
Term of Expansions 
of Wiggler Func- 
tions. A factor of 
N (Number of Wiggle 
Periods) is implied 
for each function. 

where AL = Q - Rg , Allx= Rx - 110, AQy = Qy - Qo. The results 

in Table I have been found by computer experiments. An- 
other useful result is k,,= AI? in the lowest order. If 
the field distribution changes appreciably because of 
saturation effects, the Fj may be slowly var:;ing func- 
tions which could be represented as power series in Bg. 
Numerical examples for SPEAR and PEP wigglers are given 
elsewhere. 8’9’ lo Comparison of calculated results to 
experiments in SPEAR are given by Berndt, et a1.8 For -- 
normal-conducting wiggler magnets, it appears that only 
the terms ky, AI2, AI.3 and (possibly) AI51 1 need be 
considered. 
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Appendix A. Beam Parameters 

The integrals 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 (Eqs, 3 
are related to beam parameters as follows5’ 6 

aP 
= 1,/L 

---__ 
‘0 = + re (mz:)3 ‘2 

0 
3 

1 E 
a =---..- - 

y 3 ‘e mc2 f- I2 

a 
X 

= ay t 1 - II+ / 12 > 

aE 
= ay t 2 f 1, / I2 > 

3 - 37) 

(AlI 

(A21 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A51 

(A61 

(A7) 
E 

X 

where 

“P = (E/L) dL/dE = “momemtum compaction”; 

L = ring circumference; 

Ug = energy loss per turn; 

re = e2 /mc2 = classical electron radius; 

cl 
X’ ab ’ aE 

are the damping rates in x, y and E ; 

%/mc is the reduced Compton wavelength of an 
electron; 

aE is the rms energy width; 

and 
E is the horizo;ltal beam emittance, in thi> 

X absence of x-y coupling. 

Appendix B. Effect of Wiggles on the Integrals 

The transformation of ; to any point in the wiggler 
may be written 

; = Twv;;, + d (Bl) 
where 

t11 t1: 
+ 
ri = , T = 

X 

t21 t22 

To find how the function H 

H=:B;; 

where 

i 

, and d = 

transforms, we note that 

(B2) 

and II is the transpose of ;. 

tinn W: The matrix B is related to the invariant func 

7 
W = yx2 + 2axx’ + 6~‘~ = x B G 

from which it follows that he transformation of B is 

B =T;1 BOT-l 
X 

(B3) 

By combining Eqs. (B3), (B2), (Bl) and using 
(17) and (18), we find 

H = zOBO; t 2&Br~T;l d + 2 T;‘BoT;l d 

= Ho + 2(aO~0tBo’l~)t51- z(Ygn0+a0Qh)~52 

+ YO42 (B4) + BOG1 - 2aot51t5 

Finally, by inserting Eqs. (Bl) and (B4) in (27) 
through (31), we find Eqs. (33) through (45). 
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